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The convergence of changes in the legal landscape – wider economic 
pressures, the growing implementation of legal technologies, the 
disrupting infl uence of alternative service providers and their competi-
tive pricing offerings – means that the corporatization of the law fi rm is 
well underway. The “business of law” is now more of a priority than ever 
before, with procurement and pricing professionals playing increasingly 
signifi cant roles within fi rms, and a growing focus towards the measure-
ment and analysis of profi t, rather than simply its generation, becoming 
apparent. With this becoming common practice, it is now essential for 
those at the helm of their fi rm’s profi tability to take a deep dive into 
its real fundamentals. The Future of Profi tability Models and Analysis for 
Law Firms is the latest publication to provide this kind of comprehen-
sive exploration into the recent and revolutionary approaches fi rms are 
adopting in their pursuit of greater returns in this current period of 
renaissance for the law. Featuring contributions from fi eld experts and 
thought leaders – including pricing directors, chief fi nancial offi cers, 
and management consultants – The Future of Profi tability Models and 
Analysis for Law Firms combines trendspotting, exploratory intelligence 
with case studies and real-world examples of best practice to act as a 
launchpad for application and instruction. 

Law fi rms increasingly require attorneys to scope, plan, and budget 
matters on the front end, especially matters billed as an alternative fee 
arrangement. These plans and budgets are often used to set the price 
and project the profi tability of matters, thereby controlling or mitigating 
the fi nancial risk to the fi rm. Much attention is paid to getting the “right 
price” and packaging the value of the engagement so that the client recog-
nizes the price as not only acceptable but completely justifi ed. Getting 
the “right price” is hard, but executing the plan within the budget can be 
even harder. Monitoring performance to the budget on a regular basis for 
conformity and to reduce ineffi ciencies or working out of scope, will, in 
turn, reduce write-downs and write-offs. This approach is an essential 

Executive summary
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– if often overlooked – step to executing within budget, particularly on 
fi xed and capped fee matters. In chapter one, Dwight Floyd – director of 
pricing and value at Eversheds Sutherland – delves into this underappre-
ciated but essential management tool, demonstrating how monitoring 
can promote awareness and communication at every stage of a matter.

The profession has come a long way since David Maister’s 1984 article 
in The American Lawyer, where he set forth the logic for his net income 
per partner calculation. However, many law fi rms still utilize the classic 
metrics of personal productivity (fees collected off one’s own work) and 
book of business (fees collected off one’s own clients) to evaluate partner 
performance and billable hours for associates. It is important for fi rms to 
have a deeper understanding of what it costs to deliver its services and the 
profi t contribution clients and practices make to the overall success of the 
fi rm. Chapter two, by James D Cotterman – principal at Altman Weil – 
provides an easily implemented framework to get started, which follows 
the cost-per-hour model that still dominates the profession. This chapter 
will also look into how profi ts are lost in the revenue cycle through pricing 
discounts, effi ciency write-offs, and client valued write-downs.

The surprising truth about law fi rm profi tability is that it is often not 
what you think. In chapter three, Eugenia Frenzel – director of pricing 
and practice management economics at Perkins Coie – discusses the 
need to shift focus from revenue to profi tability in law fi rms of different 
sizes, and highlights emerging ways to accomplish that and go beyond. 
Even when profi tability is fully embraced at a law fi rm, lawyers naturally 
and often purposefully gravitate toward lower net profi t margins; at the 
same time, when it comes to the bottom line, law fi rms are notorious for 
keeping profi tability as a back-offi ce, behind-the-scenes metric. Moving 
profi tability closer to center stage will reveal a paradigm shift and high-
light the next challenge facing business operations in law fi rms.

In chapter four, Timothy Corcoran – former CEO turned management 
consultant – outlines the way in which law fi rms can leverage current 
market opportunities: understanding and embracing “traditional” profi t 
measures, establishing the cost of an hour in an hourly billing world, 
and appreciating that profi tability must include a far wider set of circum-
stances in a landscape where the continued prevalence of non-hourly 
fees and clients’ relentless drive for effi ciency means a profi t model based 
on billing high rates and high hours is inherently limiting. Utilizing his 
expertise and insights from his practice, Timothy will delve into the 
disadvantages of idolizing one approach to profi t and present a more 
multifaceted and comprehensive alternative.
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Profi tability reporting is essential for all law fi rms; however, it needs 
to move beyond a mandatory exercise to something that can proac-
tively contribute to a fi rm’s overall performance. In chapter fi ve, Peter 
Lane Secor – chief pricing offi cer at Pepper Hamilton LLP – lays out 
his roadmap to effective profi tability reporting, taking in its different 
aspects and incorporating them together into one cohesive strategy. 
Readers will learn new approaches to access and visibility, partner 
compensation statistics, and the importance of clear communication 
with key stakeholders.

Now that your fi rm has a matter and client profi tability model, 
including revenue recognition and cost allocation methodologies, there 
is one more aspect to evaluate and address – partner compensation. 
Allocate too much as a matter cost and even minimal partner involve-
ment can have a signifi cant negative impact on performance; allocate 
too little and matters with the most partner involvement will see the 
highest margins. Partner involvement on its own should not be the 
driving factor for client or matter performance. Finding the right balance 
while being fair to partners and clients is a critical step to discerning 
accurate conclusions and incentivizing the right behaviors in your deci-
sion makers. What are other fi rms doing in this space? What are the 
strengths and blind-spots of the various approaches? These are ques-
tions that Ron Paquette – director of pricing at Akerman LLP – addresses 
in chapter six, providing vital guidance for those looking to learn from 
their competition in this space.

Companies consistently face challenges and opportunities to enhance 
their business models and provide value to their customers, workforce, 
and owners. Not surprisingly, law fi rms are no different. Chapter seven, 
by Thomas Van Der Moere – chief fi nancial offi cer at Neal, Gerber 
& Eisenburg – focuses on a fi rm’s opportunity to scrutinize existing 
and potential business using client and product profi tability analysis, 
shifting the focus away from billable hours and time-measured revenue 
and providing insight that will allow a fi rm to direct its resources to 
areas where return can be maximized.

When the support of management has been achieved and a profi t 
mythology established, what is to be done with the results? This is an 
issue delved into by Eddie Raychaudhuri – chief pricing and LPM offi cer 
at Berger Singerman – in chapter eight, as he utilizes his decade-long 
experience of launching and implementing law fi rm pricing initiatives to 
outline strategic approaches to improve fi rm fi nancials. This will include 
setting goal metrics across differing practice groups, coaching partners 
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on analyzing their books, and identifying which clients are tangibly 
benefi cial for your fi rm’s business.

Gathering data on a fi rm’s profi tability is a vital fi rst step. The real 
value of this information, however, is when it contributes to an actionable 
strategy to improve revenue. In the fi nal chapter, Madhav Srinivasan and 
Jim Foley – chief fi nancial offi cer and pricing and legal project manage-
ment director at Hunton Andrews Kurth LLP – delve into methods for 
leveraging profi tability for action and results. This includes utilizing 
insights to realign timekeepers towards higher margin work, reorgan-
izing staffi ng models that are linked to quality and fi nancial results, and 
providing data and tools to partners to leverage in their practice. 
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